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Self-consistent Hartree-Fock-Slater-LCAO studies have been performed for (geometrically distorted) \( \text{C}_2\text{H}_2 \) molecules interacting with Fe and Cu clusters of one to three atoms, which model the \( \gamma_r, \alpha, \text{M}_2 \) and \( \text{M}_3 \) adsorption sites on Fe(110), (100) and Cu(111), (100) and (110) surfaces. The results have been compared with previous data for Ni surfaces (paper I). Calculated ionization energies are in fair agreement with the measured ones (from UPS): a bonding shift of the acetylene \( \pi_u \) levels, relative to the \( 3\sigma_g \) level, is found in all cases, but also a larger splitting of these \( \pi_u \) levels occurring on Cu, compared with Fe and Ni. This difference is due to a different \( \text{C}_2\text{H}_2 \)-metal interaction: on Fe and Ni we find \( \pi \) to metal donation and (more substantial) metal to \( \pi^* \) back donation, on Cu the first effect is dominated by a strong interaction between the occupied acetylene \( \pi_u \) levels (and \( 3\sigma_g \) levels) and the filled metal levels which are present in the same energy range (only in Cu, due to the lower lying 3d and 4s bands). This relatively strong (net repulsive) interaction explains the larger \( \pi_u \) level splitting and, also, the observation that \( \text{C}_2\text{H}_2 \) binds weaker to Cu (it desorbs, at higher temperature, and does not dissociate) than to Fe and Ni.

1. Introduction

Although most transition metals can be used as catalysts in some chemical reactions, one finds large differences in activity going along the transition series. These differences appear already in simple processes such as the adsorption of \( \text{H}_2, \text{N}_2, \text{NO} \) or \( \text{CO} \) being molecular on some metals, dissociative on others [1–12]. Also the chemisorption of acetylene, which is interesting for the study of catalytic reactions involving hydrocarbons, shows characteristic differences on Ni, Fe and Cu surfaces. These have been observed under well-defined conditions: single crystal surfaces, rather low temperatures and low coverages (less than a monolayer).

On the Ni(111) surface \( \text{C}_2\text{H}_2 \) is adsorbed molecularly at \( T \approx 100 \text{ K} \) [13–18]. At higher temperatures (300 to 400 K) the molecules dissociate into CH fragments [14,19,20]. Also on the Ni(100) and (110) planes molecular \( \text{C}_2\text{H}_2 \) adsorption has been observed at low temperature [16,21]. For Fe, which has a more open bcc
lattice (whereas Ni and Cu have the closest packed fcc structure), the activity of the
low index planes seems to depend on the packing density. On the densest Fe sur-
face, (110), molecular $\text{C}_2\text{H}_2$ adsorption occurs without fragmentation, at tempera-
tures up to 300 K, according to UPS (ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy) [7],
On the most open low index plane, (111), adsorption is mainly [11] or completely
[22] dissociative (at 300 K) with both C—C and C—H bonds breaking. The medium
density (100) face adsorbs $\text{C}_2\text{H}_2$ at 98 K, first molecularly, and then gradually
converts it into fragments [23] (this process is enhanced by raising the temperature
to 123 K). If this (100) surface is partially deactivated by preadsorption of carbon
or oxygen, adsorbed $\text{C}_2\text{H}_2$ remains molecular. Also on polycrystalline Fe films
molecular $\text{C}_2\text{H}_2$ adsorption has been observed at low temperature (110 K) [24].
On Cu surfaces the situation is rather different. Both, on Cu(100) faces [15] and
on polycrystalline Cu films [24], $\text{C}_2\text{H}_2$ is molecularly adsorbed from 80 to 300 K.
At higher temperatures $\text{C}_2\text{H}_2$ desorbs reversibly without any decomposition taking
place. So, on the whole, we can conclude that molecular $\text{C}_2\text{H}_2$ adsorption is prob-
ably weaker on Cu than on Fe and Ni. Whereas the latter two metals can split $\text{C}_2\text{H}_2$
into (adsorbed) fragments, Cu cannot. The activity of the Fe and Ni surfaces seems
to be highest for the most open (Fe) surfaces. Also stepped Ni surfaces can disso-
ciate $\text{C}_2\text{H}_2$ (into $\text{C}_2$ fragments) at low temperature (150 K) [20,25].

These observations, and the available structural (LEED [11,14,26–28]) and
spectroscopic data (UPS spectra for $\text{C}_2\text{H}_2$ on Fe, Ni and Cu [7,13–16,21–24,29],
ELS spectra for the Ni(111) surface [17–20,25,30]) form an interesting basis for
theoretical studies. We have investigated already (see paper I in this series [31]) the
molecularly adsorbed state of $\text{C}_2\text{H}_2$ on Ni surfaces (mainly the (111) surface, since
most experimental information is available there). We have done this by means of
self-consistent Hartree—Fock—Slater—LCAO calculations of $\text{C}_2\text{H}_2$ interacting with
small clusters of Ni atoms which represent the different adsorption sites on the sur-
face. By extending these calculations to Fe and Cu clusters we want to throw some
light on the observed activity differences and to explain the differences in the UPS
spectra as well.

Other studies which are related to these problems are semi-empirical (Extended
Hückel) calculations for $\text{C}_2\text{H}_2$ on Fe clusters [32,33] and ab initio Hartree—Fock—
LCAO calculations for (geometrically distorted) $\text{C}_2\text{H}_2$ (free or bonded to a Be
atom) [15,16,34] and $\text{C}_2\text{H}_2$ interacting with one Fe or Cu atom [35]. We think
that additional insight can still be gained from further systematic theoretical work,
however (as we have explained in paper I).

2. Method and calculations

The non-empirical (spin-restricted) Hartree—Fock—Slater (HFS)—LCAO method
used has been described in detail elsewhere [36–38] and, briefly, in paper I. The
atomic orbital basis set (double zeta Slater type orbitals [39]) and the density fit functions have been chosen as in I: 3d, 4s and 4p orbitals on Fe (from the 3d⁶4s² 5D state) and Cu (from the 3d¹⁰4s¹ 2S state), 2s and 2p on C and 1s on H and fit functions up to g-type inclusive. The core electrons have been replaced by a non-empirical pseudo-potential [40].
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Fig. 1. Structures (drawn to scale) of low index surfaces (100), (110) and (111) of bcc iron and fcc copper (bulk nearest neighbour distances, \(b_{\text{Fe}}\) and \(b_{\text{Cu}}\), from ref. [41]). The (projected) positions of \(\text{C}_2\text{H}_2\) (distorted, CCH angle 150°) for the \(\mu_2\) and \(\mu_3\) sites have been indicated too.
The structures of the three low index surfaces of bcc Fe and fcc Cu (and Ni) are depicted in fig. 1. Just as for C$_2$H$_2$ on Ni we have studied $\pi$ bonding (C$_2$H$_2$ on top of one metal atom), di-$\sigma$ bonding (C$_2$H$_2$ bridging over 2 metal atoms with the C–C axis parallel to the metal–metal axis), $\mu_2$ bonding (a double $\pi$ bond, with two metal atoms) and $\mu_3$ bonding (a $\pi$ bond with one metal atom and a di-$\sigma$ bond with two others), see also fig. 1. So, our metal clusters range from one to three atoms. The cluster models for C$_2$H$_2$ adsorption on Cu are the same as for Ni (see paper I, fig. 1), but the metal–metal nearest neighbour distance $b_{\text{Cu}} = 2.556$ Å [41] is somewhat larger ($b_{\text{Ni}} = 2.492$ Å [41]) and, moreover, we have also considered a $\mu_3$ site, $\mu_3(a)$, which occurs on the Cu(100) surface (for which surface the UPS spectrum has been measured). The distance between two of the metal atoms is equal to $a = b\sqrt{2}$ in this case (see fig. 1). For Fe, which has a different lattice structure (bcc) with a slightly smaller neighbour distance $b_{\text{Fe}} = 2.482$ Å [41], the $\mu_3$ site occurring on the densest plane (110) is somewhat different, too (see fig. 1). The di-$\sigma$ and $\mu_2$ sites have been studied for two metal–metal distances, $b$ and $a = 2b\sqrt{3}$ (clusters denoted by di-$\sigma(b)$, $\mu_2(b)$ and di-$\sigma(a)$, $\mu_2(a)$, respectively). Clusters with larger metal–metal distances (e.g. $a\sqrt{2}$) have not been studied since the more open Fe surface (111) does not seem to adsorb C$_2$H$_2$ molecularly.

In all models the C–C axis is kept parallel to the “surface” with a carbon to metal (internuclear) distance of 1.9 Å. The adsorbed acetylene molecule is distorted from the linear structure by bending the CH bonds over 30° (in the vertical plane) and, at the same time, using C–C and C–H bond lengths which are intermediate between the values of free acetylene [41] and those of ethylene [42]. This structure with a CCH angle close to 150° and a metal–carbon distance of 1.9 Å has been found as the most probable one in our studies (paper I) for C$_2$H$_2$ adsorption on Ni(111); it is in agreement with the X-ray structures of alkyne–transition metal complexes [43–57]. For the $\pi$ site on Fe surfaces we have considered the linear and the 60° bent C$_2$H$_2$ structures, too ($\angle_{\text{CCH}} = 180°$ and 120°, respectively). The structural parameters for the adsorption clusters are the same as in our study of C$_2$H$_2$ on Ni (except of course the metal–metal distances), see paper I, fig. 1.

The analysis of the results proceeds along the same lines as in paper I. We could not use the total (adsorption) energies since they are not sufficiently accurate in these large systems for looking at the subtle differences we are interested in (e.g. the relative stability of different adsorption sites). As mentioned in paper I, this is due to the numerical integration method; work on this problem is still in progress. Instead, the measured adsorption shifts in the UPS spectrum of C$_2$H$_2$ are compared with the shifts in the ionization energies calculated for the cluster models. The latter values are calculated within the HFS formalism in most cases by the transition state method [37,58]. Also the calculated (relative) level positions from ground state HFS calculations can be used, however, since the relaxation effects on the electron binding energies are practically uniform for the upper valence levels of C$_2$H$_2$ [31]. The bonding of C$_2$H$_2$ to Fe and Cu clusters is discussed, both by looking at the level (bonding/anti-bonding) shifts and at the character of the molecular
orbitals involved. This character is expressed by a Mulliken population analysis [59,60] in terms of the atomic orbitals, but also in terms of the MO's of acetylene* (after a linear transformation). By the latter results we can quantify the Dewar-Chatt-Duncanson donation-back donation effects [61,62]. The data are compared with the Ni results (paper I), but, unfortunately, no ELS spectra are available for C2H2 on Fe and Cu.

3. Results

3.1. Adsorption of C2H2 on Fe

The UPS spectrum for C2H2 adsorbed on Fe surfaces is similar to the spectrum for Ni surfaces: the πu levels have a bonding shift relative to the 3σg level, the 2σu−3σg splitting remains almost constant, see figs. 2, 3. This πu bonding shift is largest for Fe films [24], it is still considerable for the (110) surface [7] but it becomes very small for (100) [23]. On the latter surface, however, the UPS spectrum must be measured immediately after adsorption or on a partially deactivated surface (precovered with carbon or oxygen), since otherwise C2H2 becomes dissociated. Only a single πu peak is observed in the spectra, indicating that the splitting between the two πu levels should not be too large (smaller than 1 eV probably).

Figs. 2 and 3 also display the calculated adsorption shifts in the electron binding energies for C2H2 on Fe clusters. The levels shown are the only ones which are predominantly composed of the occupied C2H2 valence levels; they are the lowest valence levels in the C2H2−Fe clusters (the same as for Ni, cf. paper I). Only the results for the di-σ(b) and μ2(b) clusters (see section 2) have been indicated, since those for di-σ(a) and μ2(a) do not differ significantly. (Note that the Fe−C distances are always 1.9 Å, so that for the (a) clusters, with the larger Fe−Fe distance, the C2H2 molecule is somewhat closer to the "surface".)

The calculated shifts for the μ2 and μ3 adsorption clusters are in agreement with the observed UPS spectra. For di-σ bonding the π1−πg splitting becomes too large; this is true also for π bonding, but only in the transition state results. Except for this latter case which is exceptional (we shall discuss it below), the transition state results lead to practically the same shifts of the upper C2H2 valence levels as the ground state results, indicating a uniform relaxation effect for these levels. Only the lowest C2H2 valence level (2σg) shows a larger relaxation shift (cf. also paper I), but the position of this level has not been measured on Fe surfaces (neither on Cu). The very small πu bonding shift measured for the (100) surface is not found in any of

* We use the free acetylene MO nomenclature (σg, σu, πu, πg) also for the MO's in the cluster models; actually, the symmetry is lowered, of course. By π1 and πg we denote π orbitals perpendicular and parallel to the "surface", respectively.
the cluster models. The molecularly adsorbed C$_2$H$_2$, which is not stable on this surface and possibly bound weaker [23,33], might occupy a position (farther away from the surface?) which is not represented by our models.

Let us now look at the electronic charge distribution in the clusters. The Mulliken populations on the adsorbed C$_2$H$_2$ molecules are shown in fig. 4, see also table 1; the 2$\sigma_g$, 2$\sigma_u$ and 3$\sigma_g$ populations remain practically equal to two. Generally the results are very similar to the Ni results (paper I). There is some donation of acetylene $\pi_u$ electrons to the metal and a more substantial back-donation of metal electrons to the anti-bonding $\pi^*_g$ orbitals. The combination of these two effects leads to
Fig. 3. MO schemes for $\text{C}_2\text{H}_2$ on the Fe$_2$ di-$\sigma(b)$ and $\mu_2(b)$ sites and on the Fe$_3$ $\mu_3$ site; see further the caption of fig. 2.

There is a considerable decrease in the C–C overlap population, a growth of the C net atomic population and an increased negative charge on C. The magnitude of these effects increases in the order $\pi < \text{di-$\sigma$} < \mu_2 < \mu_3$ just as for Ni; in the $\mu_2$ and $\mu_3$ cases both the $\pi_1$ and the $\pi_2$ orbitals of $\text{C}_2\text{H}_2$ become involved (see paper I) and this should lead to a considerable decrease in the C–C bond strength. (For Ni [31] this has been compared with the shift in the C–C stretch frequency as measured by ELS [17,18,30].) We have also found some differences with the Ni results, however. The first one is that the lowering in the C–C overlap population (and thus, probably, in the C–C stretch frequency [31,64,65], which has not been measured for Fe, however) for the $\mu_3$ site on the Fe(110) surface is slightly less than for the $\mu_3$ site on Ni(111). (Also the $\pi_0$ and $2\sigma_8$ bonding shifts are somewhat smaller.) This is under-
Fig. 4. Population analysis data for C_2H_2 on the various Fe sites (---), compared with free C_2H_2 results [31] (---).

standable when one realizes that for the \( \mu_3 \) site on Fe(110) two Fe atoms have a somewhat larger distance \( (a = 2b/\sqrt{3}, \text{see fig. 1}) \). Consequently, the difference in interaction strength between the \( \mu_2 \) and \( \mu_3 \) sites (although we do not know the interaction energies) seems somewhat smaller on Fe(110) than on Ni(111).

The second difference concerns the \( \pi \) site which yields a somewhat peculiar behaviour for Fe. The Mulliken population of the acetylene \( \pi_{u\perp} \) orbital is larger than two, see table 1. Although such a result (which we shall encounter for Cu also) has no direct physical interpretation (it is due to the definition of the Mulliken populations), it points to a specific type of interactions occurring. In this case, it is caused by an occupied Fe orbital which lies only slightly above the occupied acetylene \( \pi_{u\perp} \) orbital; these orbitals, which have the same symmetry, strongly interact. Since both orbitals are doubly occupied the net interaction will
Table 1
Selected population data for C$_2$H$_2$ on Fe, Ni and Cu clusters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>$\angle_{CCH}$ (deg)</th>
<th>Total $\pi_u$ ($\pi_{u|} + \pi_{u\perp}$) population</th>
<th>Total $\pi_g^<em>$ ($\pi_{g|}^</em> + \pi_{g\perp}^*$) population</th>
<th>$3\sigma_g$ population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>Ni</td>
<td>Cu</td>
<td>Fe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\pi$</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td>3.69</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>150</td>
<td>4.16</td>
<td>3.69</td>
<td>3.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>120</td>
<td>4.79</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>di-$\sigma$</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>3.63 c</td>
<td>3.54</td>
<td>1.19 c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu_2$</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>3.30 d</td>
<td>3.34</td>
<td>3.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu_3$</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>3.38</td>
<td>3.37</td>
<td>5.15 e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.63 f</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a From paper I [31],
b For adsorption on Fe and Ni, the population of the $3\sigma_g$ orbital is about two (see text and paper I [31]); on Cu the situation is different, see text.
c Value for di-$\sigma$(b).
d Value for $\mu_2$(b).
e Value for $\mu_3$(b).
f Value for $\mu_3$(a).

be repulsive, lowering the stability of the C$_2$H$_2$—Fe complex. In the transition state for $\pi_{u\perp}$ ionization we extract half an electron from this $\pi_{u\perp}$ orbital, which leads to extra stabilization. This explains the exceptionally large relaxation effect found for the $\pi_{u\perp}$ level (see above). Since all these effects occur only for the $\pi$ site iron cluster, which consists of a single Fe atom (with level positions which are unrealistic for the metal), we shall not attempt to attribute any physical reality to them in this case. Moreover, it is not very probable in view of our findings, that the $\pi$ site is preferred by C$_2$H$_2$ adsorbing on Fe surfaces.

3.2. Adsorption of C$_2$H$_2$ on Cu

In some aspects the UPS spectrum for C$_2$H$_2$ on Cu surfaces [15,24], see fig. 5, resembles the spectra for Ni and Fe surfaces: one has observed a bonding shift of the acetylene $\pi_u$ levels relative to the $3\sigma_g$ level and practically no change in the $2\sigma_u$—$3\sigma_g$ splitting. For Cu, both on the (100) surface [15] and on polycrystalline films [24] one has found a distinct splitting of the acetylene $\pi_u$ levels, however, which does not occur for Ni and Fe. We compare these results in fig. 5 with the ionization energy shifts calculated for C$_2$H$_2$ interacting with the Cu clusters.

The calculated results are rather different from the Ni and Fe results. For Ni and Fe we have found a set of orbitals in the C$_2$H$_2$—metal clusters (the lowest valence orbitals) which are in one to one relation with the occupied acetylene valence orbi-
Fig. 5. MO schemes for $\text{C}_2\text{H}_2$ on the Cu $\pi$ site, the Cu $\mu_2$ site and the Cu $\mu_3(a)$ and $\mu_3(b)$ sites from HFS ground state and transition state calculations, compared with the free $\text{C}_2\text{H}_2$ level scheme [31]. The same comparison is indicated for the experimental (UPS) ionization energies of $\text{C}_2\text{H}_2$ [16, 63]. All spectra have been shifted by the amount indicated (in eV) next to the $3c_{\gamma\gamma}$ levels in order to bring these $3c_{\gamma\gamma}$ levels into the same position. Dotted bars (with the symbol Cu) represent almost pure Cu levels; dashed bars labelled by $\frac{1}{2}$ Cu stand for about equal mixtures of $\pi_{u1}$ and Cu orbitals; levels indicated by $\frac{1}{2}$ have about equal $\pi_{u1}$ and $\pi_{u\bar{d}}$ character. Furthermore on the $\mu_2$ sites, all $\pi_u$ orbitals have small admixtures of Cu character.

Bars; each of these cluster MO's contains one $\text{C}_2\text{H}_2$ valence MO with large weight. For Cu we notice (in fig. 5) that almost pure Cu MO's are lying lower than the highest valence levels of $\text{C}_2\text{H}_2$, but also that some of the occupied $\text{C}_2\text{H}_2$—Cu cluster MO's consist of both $\text{C}_2\text{H}_2$ and Cu orbitals in different admixtures. Moreover, the acetylene orbitals $\pi_{u1}$, $\pi_{u\bar{d}}$ and (somewhat less) $3\sigma_g$ are mixed among themselves.
This strong interaction with the (occupied) low lying Cu orbitals leads to a splitting (and, on the real surface, probably broadening) of the acetylene \( \pi_u \) levels on the larger (tri-atomic) \( \mu_3 \) clusters, in addition to the (smaller) \( \pi_1 - \pi_\parallel \) splitting observed on Ni and Fe. This can explain the finding of two (\( \pi \)) peaks in the UPS spectrum of \( \text{C}_2\text{H}_2 \) on Cu, whereas there is only one on Ni and Fe. The bonding shift of these (mainly) \( \pi_u \) levels relative to the \( 3\sigma_g \) level and the small change of the \( 2\sigma_u - 3\sigma_g \) splitting also emerge from the calculations. Finally, we note that the bonding shift of the acetylene \( \pi_u \) levels (and of the \( 2\sigma_g \) level, which has not been measured on Cu, however) is smaller for the \( \mu_3(a) \) site occurring on the (100) face than for the \( \mu_3(b) \) site on (111).

Let us now look at the population analysis again. Most of the acetylene data are
shown in fig. 6, see also table 1. The essential differences with Ni and Fe are the following. There is an additional shift of electrons from the metal to the carbon atoms, especially for the $\mu_3$ sites. (As pointed out in paper I, this shift in the Mulliken populations does not necessarily correspond with an increase in the work function of the system.) These electrons cause the occupied acetylene orbitals to have gross populations considerably larger than 2, suggesting a negative electron donation effect (see table 1). As discussed in section 3.1, this means in fact that there is a (strong) interaction between the occupied low lying metal orbitals and the occupied acetylene orbitals, an interaction which leads to the level splitting and broadening effects which we have just discussed. For the $\mu_3$ sites mainly the acetylene $\pi_u$ orbitals are involved, for the $\pi$ and $\mu_2$ sites (less strongly) the $3\sigma_g$ orbitals (see table 1); this corresponds with the presence of copper cluster orbitals with the correct symmetry, lying close in energy to the $C_2H_2$ orbitals concerned. This interaction between occupied orbitals, which dominates the electron donation effect, should have a net anti-bonding (repulsive) character; it will reduce the $C_2H_2$—metal bonding caused by the $\pi^*$ back donation effect (the latter effect is still present on Cu). This may well explain the observation that $C_2H_2$ desorbs more readily from Cu than from Ni and Fe and does not dissociate [15,24].

Among the $\mu_3$ sites, we notice that the charge shifts and the reduction of C—C overlap population is largest for the $\mu_3(b)$ sites, occurring on the (111) surface; this agrees with the relative $\pi_u$ and $2\sigma_g$ level bonding shifts. Apparently the $\mu_3(a)$ site, where two of the metal atoms have a considerably larger distance ($a = b\sqrt{2}$) is less effective in interacting with $C_2H_2$ even though the Cu—C distances are the same (1.9 Å). A similar difference, albeit smaller, has been found for the $\mu_3$ site on the Fe(110) surface as compared with the $\mu_3$ site on Ni(111) (see section 3.1).

4. Conclusions

Summarizing the results of the previous sections, we can draw the following conclusions. Acetylene is bound to Fe surfaces via the Dewar—Chatt—Duncanson $\pi$ to metal donation and metal to $\pi^*$ back-donation mechanism [61,62]; the amount of back-donation is larger. Both effects weaken the acetylene C—C bond. No significant differences have been found between the more dense Fe surfaces and the Ni surfaces studied earlier; Fe as a bcc metal also has more open low index surfaces, however, which we have not investigated. The bonding on Cu surfaces is different. Here, the donation effect is dominated by an interaction between the occupied acetylene valence orbitals (mainly $\pi_u$ and $3\sigma_g$) and the low lying occupied copper levels; the fact that occupied Cu orbitals (with the correct symmetry to interact with the $C_2H_2$ orbitals) are present in this energy range must be caused by the (filled) 3d band of copper lying lower than the (partly filled) 3d bands of Ni and Fe and by the bottom of the 4s band being lower as well for Cu [66—68] (these effects are represented already by some discrete levels in our very small metal
clustering). This relatively strong interaction between the occupied orbitals of nearly the same energy must cause an extra repulsion, which may well explain that the adsorption of C$_2$H$_2$ is weaker on Cu than on Ni and Fe. All these effects, donation, back-donation as well as repulsion, become more pronounced when the metal coordination of the acetylene bonding sites is higher: $\pi < \Delta_{\sigma} < \mu_2 < \mu_3$. The $\mu_3$ sites are most effective when the metal atoms are packed closer: $\mu_3 - $Cu(100) $< \mu_3 - $Cu(111), $\mu_3 - $Fe(110) $< \mu_3 - $Ni(111).

Our cluster calculations lead to an interpretation of some typical features in the observed UPS spectra for C$_2$H$_2$ adsorbed on Fe, Ni and Cu surfaces. The bonding shift of the $\pi_u$ levels (relative to the 3$\sigma_g$ level) is found in all cases, but the fact that Cu is exceptional by showing two distinct $\pi_u$ peaks can also be explained by the calculations. This is caused by the strong interaction between the C$_2$H$_2$ valence orbitals and low lying copper orbitals (close in energy) which we have just discussed; the interaction leads to a splitting (and broadening) of the occupied levels. So, we suggest a relation between the extra peak in the UPS spectrum of C$_2$H$_2$ on Cu (observed both on the Cu(100) surface [15] and on Cu films [24]) and the weaker adsorption of C$_2$H$_2$ on Cu (as compared with Ni and Fe). Although the adsorption shifts in our calculated ionization energies are in fair agreement with the experimental UPS spectra we cannot determine from this comparison which are the preferred adsorption sites for C$_2$H$_2$ on Fe and Cu; the calculated ionization energy spectra for the different bonding sites show too small differences (also the experimental spectra are usually not very different if they have been measured on different single crystal surfaces [7,15,16,21,23] and on films [24]). We think that C$_2$H$_2$ adsorbs on Fe(110) in $\mu_2$ or $\mu_3$ positions and on the Fe(100) surface in $\mu_2$ positions (see section 3.1). The extra information which was available for C$_2$H$_2$ on the Ni(111) surface (from the ELS spectrum [17,18,30]) is still lacking for Fe and Cu surfaces.
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